Density operators are one of the key ingredients of quantum theory. They can be constructed in two ways: via a convex sum of 'doubled kets' (i.e. mixing), and by tracing out part of a 'doubled' two-system ket (i.e. dilation). Both constructions can be iterated, yielding new mathematical species that have already found applications outside physics. However, as we show in this paper, the iterated constructions no longer yield the same mathematical species. Hence, the constructions 'mixing' and 'dilation' themselves are by no means equivalent. Concretely, when applying the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism to the second iteration, dilation produces arbitrary symmetric bipartite states, while mixing only yields the disentangled ones. All results are proven using diagrams, and hence they hold not only for quantum theory, but also for a much more general class of process theories. This paper is the shorter version of the ArXiv paper [25] , all missing proofs can be found in the full version.
Introduction
In 1932, von Neumann introduced special operators, now called density operators, to describe statistical mixtures of quantum states [23] . Unlike classical probability distributions, density operators are able to describe mixtures that involve a superposition of states, making them suitable for quantum theory. Von Neumann noticed that these density operators also arise when part of a state describing a composite system is discarded, a.k.a. dilation. So two conceptually different physical processes happen to yield the same mathematical species in the quantum formalism. In other words, density operators are two-faced.
Mathematically, the fact that these two faces are distinct shows in the corresponding constructions. Following [2] , density operators representing statistical mixtures are constructed by first matching each vector (ket) in the mixture with its corresponding functional (bra), turning the vectors into operators. We call this doubling. Then, these operators are combined in a convex sum, forming the density operator:
where all p i ≥ 0 and ∑ i p i = 1.
Density operators originating from dilation are also constructed by doubling a vector: this time a vector in a space of form A ⊗ B. Then, part of the resulting operator is traced out, yielding again a density operator:
where |ψ AB is a vector in Hilbert space A ⊗ B. As both constructions yield density operators, one is tempted to think of these as equivalent, which indeed many physicists do.
Iterating these constructions yields new mathematical species that were called dual density operators in [1, 2] . However, it turns out that the iterated versions of the constructions are no longer equivalent. In fact, as we will prove in sections 3 and 4, the dual density operators resulting from double mixing form a proper subspace of those resulting from double dilation. Note that we use the term 'double' mixing/dilation to emphasise that this procedure involves another round of doubling, hence distinguishing from either (i) mixing further already mixed states, and (ii) discarding a second system after discarding a first, both of which of course still yield ordinary density operators.
Of course, the constructions can be iterated once more, and even more after that. Each iteration yields new mathematical species, and from the second iteration onwards, mixtures always form a proper subspace of what is obtained by dilation. We illustrate the results of iterating both constructions any finite number of times in section 7, expanding the work in [2] , which already considered the general case for dilation but not for mixing.
A closer examination of the differences between the results of double mixing and double dilation reveals that double mixing always results in symmetric disentangled states, whereas doubly dilated states are highly symmetrical, but not necessarily disentangled. This difference hints at a possible classification of states that are either doubly mixed or doubly dilated, which would contribute to the characterisation of entangled states started by Horodecki [18] . We make a start of this enterprise in sections 5 and 6.
In quantum theory, density operators provide enough structure to describe the currently known phenomena, so for physics there seems to be no direct use for the iterated constructions. The only notable exception known to us is the study of the space of iterated dilated states as a generalised probabilistic theory by Barnum and Barrett [6] . However, recent developments in natural language processing (NLP) have found an interesting application for these generalised variants of density operators [1, 2] . Density operators first appeared in the NLP literature in [7] , where they are mainly used to enlarge the parameter space. A conceptual grounding matching that of quantum theory is given in the work of Piedeleu, Kartsaklis et al. [21] , where they are used as a model for ambiguous words, representing these words as a statistical mixture over their possible 'pure' meanings. Here, the overall setting was that of categorical compositional distributional (DisCoCat) models of meaning of Coecke, Sadrzadeh and Clark [16] , which was itself also strongly inspired by quantum theory [8] .
A second application of density operators in NLP is found in the work of Balkir, Bankova et al. [3] [4] [5] , where lexical entailment is modelled by exploiting the fact that density operators can be partially ordered [13, 24] . Naturally, this brought the need for a model that could accommodate ambiguity and lexical entailment simultaneously. It was to this end that Ashoush and Coecke started iterating the constructions of density operators. The results of this paper will hopefully contribute to further developing such models for NLP.
The structure of this paper is as follows. After a brief explanation of the graphical notation used in this paper, we recap the two constructions of density operators as described in [1] , using both traditional Dirac bra-ket notation and diagrams. Then, in section 3, we show that the results of iterating these constructions twice are no longer identical. The results are however strongly related: one being a subspace of the other, which we prove in section 4. Next, we characterise what results from double mixing as a special class of disentangled states in section 5, and reveal the symmetries caused by double dilation in section 6. Finally, in section 7 we analyse the general case of applying both constructions any finite number of times, which emphasises the difference between them.
Graphical notation
Our proofs use a diagrammatic language designed for categorical quantum mechanics [9, 14, 15, 22] , building further on Penrose's notation [20] . We use this graphical notation because it greatly simplifies otherwise tedious proofs, abstracting away from unimportant details. It also has the advantage that the results are true in a more general setting than just Hilbert spaces. For the reader unfamiliar with this graphical notation we have included a brief summary of the main components that feature in this paper in the ArXiv version of this paper [25] . For an extensive introduction we refer to the textbook [12] or the shorter paper version [10, 11] which is also self-contained.
Double mixing and double dilation
We recap both mixing and dilation, and show how these constructions can be iterated.
Mixing
Given a set of n normalised vectors |φ i in a finite-dimensional Hilbert space A, and a probability distribution {p i } i≤n , we form the density operator representing the mixture of these vectors as follows:
Alternatively, we could express ρ as a vector in A ⊗ A. The benefit of obtaining a vector rather than an operator is that we get a construction that can be iterated, since it sends vectors to vectors:
Here |φ i is the conjugate of |φ i , |φ i |φ i is shorthand for |φ i ⊗ |φ i and notation ||· is used to remind us that ρ is a vector in Hilbert spaceÂ = A ⊗ A instead of A. Diagrammatically, this construction translates as:
A second iteration of (1) with m density vectors ||ρ k = ∑ n k i=1 p ki |φ ki |φ ki and a probability distribution {r k } yields:
Where |||Ψ is a vector in A ⊗ A ⊗ A ⊗ A =Â. The accompanying diagram is (only showing the result, the dotted lines indicate the vectors ||ρ k and ||ρ k ):
To make the diagram look prettier and to make it easier to compare to later results, we can hide the summations over i and j inside caps (wires B in the diagram below) and summation over k inside a four-legged spider (wire C). The individual φ ki will be no longer visible; they are absorbed into a general φ :
We call a vector resulting from twice applying construction (1) doubly mixed.
Dilation
On the other hand, if we have a vector |φ AB in space A ⊗ B, we can form the operator |φ AB φ AB | and trace out B:
Or as a diagram:
If we would rather have a vector, this construction becomes, for some orthonormal basis {|e B i } of B:
The corresponding diagram is:
To iterate (3), we need the Hilbert space A to be of form A ⊗C, so that after reducing a second time, the result is still a vector instead of a number. So suppose that our original vector was |φ ABC . Applying (3) using space B then yields ||ρ ′ÂĈ in A ⊗C ⊗C ⊗ A. Applying (3) again, now using spaceĈ = C ⊗C results in:
We call such vectors doubly dilated.
Counterexample to equivalence
Comparing expressions (1) and (2) to (3) and (4), it is not at all obvious that mixing and dilation could be equivalent; indeed, they are not! Although it is possible to prove that both constructions give the same results when applied just a single time, this is no longer true when the constructions are iterated. As a counterexample, we give a vector resulting from double dilation that cannot be the result of double mixing.
Theorem 3.1. There exist vectors resulting from double dilation that cannot be written as vectors resulting from double mixing.
The following doubly dilated vector provides a counterexample.
Proof. Consider the following diagram (left), which is Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphic to the counterexample mentioned above. We will show that it cannot be formed with either of the two diagrams on the right, which are the only two possible operators resulting from applying the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism to a vector resulting from double mixing (see also equations 7 and 8 in section 6 below).
First, we prove that the identity morphism cannot be written as a diagram of the form of the rightmost diagram above. To show this, suppose that the identity can be written in that form:
Here, the third equality is just rewriting the wires and boxes using thick lines 1 . By doing this, the classical spider turns into a bastard spider. In the last diagram, the bastard spider used fission to turn into a quantum spider with a wire that is discarded. We can now use the following theorem:
"If a reduced operator Ψ reduced (an operator with one of its outputs discarded) is pure (can be written as a tensor product of some operator and its conjugate: Ψ reduced = Φ ⊗ Φ), then the original operator can be written as a tensor product of that pure operator and a (possibly impure) vector: Ψ = Φ ⊗ Φ ⊗ ||ρ " [12, Proposition 6.78].
Applying this theorem to the rightmost diagram above gives:
For some vector ρ. As ρ is non-zero, there exists a basis vector e i | such that the following is nonzero:
1 for an explanation about thick line notation and spiders, see section 2 of the ArXiv version of this paper [25] Combining this with the above:
And hence:
In other words, the identity •-separates, which is non-sense [12] . Therefore, the identity cannot be of form:
With some wire-bending (using the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism), we then see that the diagram composed of a cap followed by a cup cannot be of form:
And so:
This proves that the doubly dilated vector shown at the beginning of this proof cannot be the result of double mixing. Therefore, it provides the counterexample we needed to show that double dilation and double mixing are indeed non-equivalent constructions.
Double mixing ⊆ double dilation
In the previous section, we gave an example of a vector resulting from double dilation that could not result from double mixing. The converse, however, does hold: every vector resulting from double mixing can be obtained from double dilation. In other words, double mixing yields a proper subspace of double dilation. The proof is a beautiful example of diagrammatic reasoning with spiders.
Theorem 4.1. Every vector resulting from double mixing also results from double dilation.
Proof. Given a vector resulting from double mixing, we can use the spider fission to make four spiders:
Moving these spiders closer to the four boxes gives a familiar picture. Absorbing the spiders into the boxes yields the vector resulting from double mixing as a vector resulting from double dilation: Proof. Consider a vector resulting from double mixing, and rewrite it using the thick-line notation: ||φ = |φ |φ :
Next, move the spider downwards using the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism, and usef for the operator resulting from the isomorphism applied to ||φ . Then lastly, use spider fission to arrive at:
This is the general form of a disentangled state as described above, with only one restriction: the bipartite state has to be conjugate-symmetric.
Contrast this with a vector resulting from double dilation: Consider a vector resulting from double mixing and follow the same steps as above in rewriting:
This vector has the same symmetry as the one resulting from double mixing, but it is not necessarily disentangled. The symmetries introduced by mixing and dilation completely characterise the resulting vectors, which we show in the next section.
The characterising symmetries of double dilation
When we consider |||Ψ from equation (2), there are two ways in which we can turn the vector |||Ψ into an operator, both using the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism:
Similarly for the doubly dilated vectors from equation (4), for which we give the diagram expressions:
In both cases, the resulting operator is positive semi-definite and self-adjoint. In other words, the operators are density operators. We call these the CJ-density operators of the vector (from ChoiJamiolkowski). The property of having two CJ-density operators completely characterises vectors resulting from double dilation. Theorem 6.1. Let φ be any normalised vector in any finite Hilbert space. Then φ has two CJ-density operators CJ 1 and CJ 2 iff φ is a result from double dilation.
The proof of this theorem can be found in the extended version of this paper on ArXiv [25] .
Multiple iterations
We generalise mixing and dilation by iterating both constructions not just twice, but any finite number of times. The iterated version of dilation has already been thoroughly studied in Ashoush's Master thesis [2] . Here, we still give a sketch of the results of each iteration, so we can contrast them with the results from iterated mixing. For mixing, we also just give the resulting diagrams, trusting that the reader can imagine how to generalise the construction given in section 2.1 to more than two iterations. The 0 th iteration of both constructions is just doing nothing, so we have normal vectors:
Mixing and dilation once turns these vectors into ones of form:
The difference between the two shows in the second iteration:
We iterate both constructions a third time, first mixing:
and then dilation:
In general, the n th iteration of mixing takes the result from the previous iteration and tensors it with its conjugate. Then, all the resulting boxes are connected to a single new spider with 2 n legs.
On the other hand, the n th iteration of dilation does also take the tensor product of the previous iteration and its conjugate, but then makes 2 n−1 nested connections (a rainbow), connecting each box from the last iteration to its counterpart in the conjugate half. last iteration last iteration last iteration last iteration mixing vs dilation
Always a strict subspace
In every iteration except for the first, mixing yields a proper subspace of dilation. This emphasises again that mixing and dilation are two non-equivalent constructions. Theorem 7.1. For all n ≥ 2, n iterations of mixing yields a proper subspace of the result from n iterations of dilation. The proof is an easy generalisation of the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 3.1.
More symmetry
Vectors resulting from double dilation were characterised by having two CJ-density operators. This suggests that those resulting from n iterations of dilation are precisely those that have n CJ-density operators, capturing the extra symmetry introduced by each iteration of dilation.
Theorem 7.2. Let φ be any vector in a finite Hilbert space. Then φ has n CJ-density operators CJ 1 , . . . ,CJ n iff φ is the result of n iterations of dilation.
The proof is by induction. Theorem 6.1 provides the base case, the rest of the induction is included in the appendix of the extended version on ArXiv [25] . Note that the fact that φ has n CJ-density operators immediately implies that its type is of form (A ⊗ A) 2 n−1 , that is, it is a vector in Hilbert space (A ⊗ A) 2 n−1 . Of course, as mixing always yields a subspace of dilation, vectors resulting from n iterations of mixing also have the extra symmetry properties. They stay disentangled in the way discussed in section 5.
Discussion and outlook
Although in the physics community it us usually assumed that dilation and mixing are one and the same thing, this is clearly not the case. The heart of our result can simply be depicted as:
That is, a convex sum over pure operators (mixing, yielding a spider diagram) is not the same as a partially traced out composite system (dilation, yielding a rainbow diagram), even though both constructions happen to coincide in the case of density operators (i.e. the result of applying them only once), since:
=
In physics, this result may impact axiomatic understanding of density matrices, and may also contribute to either crafting interesting toy theories, or adjoining extra variables to theories.
In NLP, it is worth considering which of the two, double mixing and double dilation, could serve as a model for both ambiguity and lexical entailment. Notice that in dictionaries, disambiguation of words is always first by hypernym, then by entailment. If this order is something that the model should reflect, then double mixing is a good choice: the asymmetry is reflected by the spiders appearing in the mixtures, causing a clear distinction between the first and second iterations of mixing. If however, this order of disambiguation in dictionaries is considered artificial, then the more general double dilation might be the preferred option.
The second result presented in this paper is the characterisation of both constructions. Dilation yields vectors that have n CJ-density operators, which nicely exposes the symmetries introduced by the construction. Mixtures on the other hand, while having the same symmetries as dilated vectors, are special cases of disentangled states. This actually comes as no surprise: mixtures are almost by definition impure things. For future research, it would be ideal to find a characterisation for vectors resulting from double dilation that are not the result of double mixing.
As we mentioned in section 1.1, the results in this paper apply in a more general setting than finite Hilbert spaces. To be precise, they hold in any spider category (dagger compact closed category with a Frobenious structure). One such category is the category of sets and relations (Rel). Oscar Cunningham and Dan Marsden have looked into the application of iterated dilation to the states in Rel [17, 19] . In ongoing research, we are now applying iterated mixing to Rel as well. Hopefully, this will give us some hints about vectors resulting from double dilation but not from double mixing.
